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Xbox Connect & Xbox Elite Purple Rings Of
Death - Can You Fix It Completely?
By Neil Lesfrance 01/06/2013
Xbox Connect had been a very good gaming system, and we knew that it performed way better
than pS3. But, recently there is actually a lot of issue around Xbox Elite red rings of death. From
the purple rings of death error causes to Microsoft's promise to do temporary repairs all around
the net and to make sure the final solution was indeed gaining a lot of attention. But just what is
actually the authentic solution for red ring of death problem.. Is there any answer for permanent
fix? Read on, lets reveal on the issue and the possible solutions in this article.

There are numerous technical causes for the situation of the purple ring of death, but the top
three causes are

1) Overheating,

2) Trouble in GPU,

3) Problems in powerbrick.

The actual trigger for purple rings of death is not known to 100% accuracy, but the most
discussed cause is "overheating of Xbox Elite" and Microsoft (MSFT) failing to follow proper air
conditioning components within the Xbox Connect. This has lead Microsoft into real hassles and
widespread hatred. Lets observe what Microsoft is upto regarding this problems.

So, does Microsoft (MSFT) stand upto to protect its product? Yes, indeed. Microsoft has promised
to exchange or mend all the consoles that happen to be affected by these horrible red rings of
death error. But again this issue doesn't appear to be fixed. Likewise after replacing some of the
consoles, the new console again proves to have the same problem. Additionally the Xboxs which
are repaired and sent back once again felt victim for the dreaded "Xbox Connect red rings of
death" problem. Also choose into account all the hassles in arranging and hurdles in transporting
your very own console all the way to microsoft's office. So, is actually there an answer for xbox
elite red ring of death problem, Read on... To observe product Click Here: Xbox Elite

There seems to be a broad spread temporary fix for this problem all over the web. Their the
infamous "Towel Method". Yes, i have tried it on my Xbox 360. Do you understand what, It
Performs! But just after two or three days the purple rings of death issue arises again. But, it can
be fixed temporarily again using the same method. My serious recommendation would be to not
use this method. Its like sabotaging your very own Xbox. This method will trigger a lot more
dedicated issues in the long run and its not a permanent fix either. I recently found a permanent
fix for this problem.

Yes, there is actually a permanent fix for the issue of "Xbox 360 Kinect red rings of death", and
has nothing to do with involving Microsoft either. I found out a guide online which gave me the
exact methods to repair my Xbox Elite with just some equipment which can feel found in the
domestic. It had clear step by step movie guidelines on exactly how to fix my console and abolish
purple rings of death issue. Nowadays am happy that I found this guidelines and can play my
halo3 again in my brand new Xbox Connect with out those ugly purple rings of death.

About the Author: choose you choose play those magnificent games,I personally like halo3 -)
,again in your very own Xbox Elite? Does it sound like heaven yes it really is actually, if you are
hard core fan of Xbox 360 like me personally! Xbox Connect to get the repair guide which made it
all possible. Kudos to it.
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